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A recent analysis (1) found a negative correlation between the area-mean cloud

amount and the corresponding mean SST within the cloudy areas. The SST-cloud

relation becomes more evident when the SST contrast between warm pool and

surrounding cold pool (dSST) in the tropical Pacific is stronger than normal. The above

feature is related to the finding that the strength of subsidence over the cold pool is

limited by radiative cooling because of its small variability. As a result, the area of

radiatively-driven subsidence must expand in response to enhanced low-boundary

forcing due to SST warming or enhanced basin-scale dSST. This leads to more cloud

free regions and less cloudy regions. The increased ratio of cloud-free areas to cloudy

areas leads to more high SST areas (>29.5°C) due to enhanced solar radiation.
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Relationshipbetweenseasurfacetemperature(SST)andcloud/watervaporbears

importantinformationaboutradiation-climatefeedbacks(1,2, 3). A recent study examined

the mean cloudy area in the tropical westem Pacific as a function of the corresponding mean

SST in cloudy areas (1). The study reveals a 15% reduction in cloudy area for a I°C increase

of the cloud-weighted SST. The negative cloud-SST is suggested to lead to a negative

feedback in the global climate through enhanced longwave cooling in the dry subsidence

regions. In the current study, we show that the area mean cloud-SST relation found in (1) is

most evident when the SST contrast between the warm pool and the surrounding ocean is

stronger than normal. This is interpreted as a regulation of clouds over the Pacific warm pool

by atmospheric radiative cooling in the subsidence region surrounding the warm pool.

First, we examine the SST-convection relationship in the tropical deep convective

regime and the surrounding subsidence regime in a cumulus ensemble model (4, 5). The

model is constrained by an imposed warm-pool and cold-pool SST contrast (dSST-SSTw pool

- SSTc.poo0. The domain-mean vertical motion is also constrained to provide a heat sink and

moisture source in the model to emulate the observed tropical climate condition. In three

experiments, the warm pool SST is specified at 28.5, 29.5, and 30.5°C while the cold pool

SST is specified at 26°C (referred to as R, R1, and R2, respectively). The corresponding

dSST of the three experiments are respectively, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5°C. A circulation with mean

ascending (descending) motion over the warm (cold) pool is developed in all experiments.

The strength of the circulation increases from R to R1 when dSST<_3.5 °C, and remains

unchanged from R1 to R2 when dSST exceeds 3.5°C. This can be explained by the change in

heat budget in the subsidence regime where radiative cooling changes little. In weak low-

boundary forcing condition (dSST---3.5°C), an enhanced subsidence warming in response to a
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perturbedSSTforcingisbalancedby areducedcondensationheating.In stronglow-

boundaryforcingcondition(dSST>3.5°C),thesubsidenceregimebecomestoo stablefor

condensationheatingto occursothatafurtherenhancedsubsidencewarmingcanno longer

besustained.As aresult,theareaof subsidenceincreasesin responseto anincreasedlow-

boundaryforcing.Theoverallcirculationresponsesto SSTforcingin thestrongandweak

low-boundaryforcingconditionsaresummarizedin Fig. 1.

Thechangeof cloudamountandrain in theaboveexperimentsareshownin Table1.

Theaveragedcloudamountoverthetotaldomainincreasesby 3%fromR to R1

(dSST<3.5°C).However,totalcloudamountdecreasesslightly (-0.1)from R1to R2when

dSST>3.5°C.This shows the change of cloud amount with increasing SST depends on the

change of SST-induced internal circulation that is regulated by radiative cooling in the

subsiding atmosphere. A further examination of the cloud amount over warm pool shows an

increase of 1.1% from Rto R1, but a decrease of 0.7% from R1 to R2. The latter is related to

the increased area of subsidence (figure not shown). Because radiative cooling in cloud-free

regions limits the strength of subsidence as discuss above, the only way to adjust to the

enhanced low-level pressure gradient by dSST is to have near-uniform downward motion in

a broader area and stronger upward motion in a smaller area to maintain mass balance. The

mean rainfall over the warm pool indeed increases 1.4 mm day -1 from R1 to R2.

Because all experiments are constrained by the same domain-mean vertical motion, the

change of clouds over the cold pool is expected to be opposite to that over the warm pool, i.e.

decreased clouds in R1-R and increased clouds in R2-R1. However, the cloud change over

the cold pool in R1-R actually increase by 1.9% although area-mean rainfall over the warm

pool and cold pool are of opposite signs. This is related to the change of passive clouds (non-



rainingstratiformcloudsin themodel).Sincepassivecloudsconsistof high clouds (above

500 hPa) originated from deep convective clouds, the change of passive clouds is not only

regulated by circulation in the cold pool but also related to the change of convective clouds

over the warm pool. We note the change of passive clouds in the cold pool may subject to

model limitations including 2-D and an insufficient domain size.

Table 1 Change of cloud amount (percent of area) and rain (mm day 1)

Warm pool Cold pool Total domain

Cloud rain Cloud rain Cloud

R1-R 1.1 5.0 1.9 -2.2 3.0

R2-R1 -0.7 1.4 0.7 0 -0.1

Next, we seek supporting evidence for the above model results by analyzing high cloud

amount (AHc) and vertical p-velocity (co) (6, 7) as a function of SST (8). The tropical Pacific

within 20°S-20°N, 130°E - 110°W is chosen as our analysis domain. Within it, warm pool and

cold pool are separated by an isotherm so determined that the area of warm pool is 25% of

the analysis domain. There exists a strong negative relation between cold pool SST and dSST

(SSTw.poot - SSTe.pool ) due to the El Nino -Southem Oscillation (ENSO) evolution, and a

weak positive relationship between warm pool SST and dSST due to the significant

contribution by seasonal cycle in addition to the ENSO evolution.

Mean AHc over the warm pool and cold pool as a function of dSST is shown in Fig. 2a.

AHC over the warm (cold) pool appears to be positively (negatively) correlated with dSST for

dSST<2.6°C. This correlation is consistent with the increased ascending (descending) motion

over the warm (cold) pool associated with enhanced dSST as shown by the --_ at 500 hPa

level in Fig. 2b. The correlation is reversed for dSST>2.6°C, consistent with the model
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resultsdiscussedabove.Notethatthedifferentthresholdof dSSTbetweenthemodelresults

and observations is primarily due to the different area ratio between warm pool and cold

pool. In comparison of the above analysis with model results, we note that, unlike the model

experiments, the mean vertical motion in the domain of analysis varies and is expected to

influence the SST-cloud/water vapor relationship. To further clarify the results, Anc and co in

Fig.2 are shown in three categories ofo_ at 500 hPa: (o)-COm)<-2 mbday -1 (red), Ira-tam[<2

mbday 1 (green), and (o_-O_n)>2 mbday l (blue), where tom is the time mean co. The

circulation-stratified AHC as a function ofdSST shows several important features. First, Auc

is generally highest in category 1 and lowest in category 3. Second, AHc-dSST relationship

discussed above is more evident in each category. Since cloud and water vapor are closely

related, we also examined the relationship between vertically integrated water vapor, PW,

and SST. Since AHC and PW are positively correlated, PW-dSST relationship is similar to the

AHc-dSST relationship except for weak dSST(<2.3°C). For brevity, the results are not shown

here. The overall observational evidence is consistent with model results.

In the following, we show evidence that the above mechanism regulates the negative

relationship between cloudy area as measured by the Japanese GMS-5 geostationary satellite,

and the mean SST within the cloudy areas (1). We examined the area mean Anc over the

domain (20°S-20°N, 130°E-110°W) as a function of mean SST within cloudy areas, and

found a similar negative cloud-SST relationship as found by (1). Furthermore, the AHc-SST

relation is examined in stronger dSST (>2.6°C) and weaker dSST (<2.3°C) categories (Fig.

3). The results show that the negative relationship is most evident in the stronger than normal

dSST category. Figure 3 and Fig. 2 together support the model results that show the

regulation of SST-cloud relation by radiative cooling (Table 1).
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Finally,theareameanSST-cloudrelationandits regulationcanbeconsideredin a

differentperspectiveby examiningthegridvaluesof AHCasa functionof SSTfor the

strongerdSST(>2.7°C)categoryandtheweakerdSST(<2.2°C)categoryoverthetropical

Pacificdomain(Fig.4). Alsoshownin Fig.4 aretheSSThistogramsin thetwo dSST

categoriesthatreveallesswarmSSTareas(27°C<SST<29.5°C)andmorecold SST

(SST<27°C)areasin thestrongerdSSTcategorythanin theweakerdSSTcategory.The

formerisrepresentativeof theLaNinasituation.Despitethedifferencesin SSThistograms,

thefigurerevealssomecommonfeaturesin thetwo dSSTcategories:1)mostcloudsoccur

overwarmpool (SST>28°C),andtheytendto increasewith increasingSSTup to 29°C,2)

highSSTareas(>29°C)decreaserapidly.Thesefeaturesareconsistentwith previous

findings(9, 10, 11, 12, 13). Note, however, that mean cloud amounts over cold SST

(SST<27°C) are generally lower in the stronger dSST category than in the weaker dSST

category, suggesting a regulation effect by radiative cooling over cold SSTs in the stronger

dSST category. For SST>29°C, SST-cloud correlation shows a tendency to change from

positive to negative, and this tendency is more evident in the stronger than normal dSST

category. This is consistent with previous analysis that the cloud-free area is larger and the

cloudy area is smaller in stronger than normal dSST. The larger cloud-free area leads to

more high SST areas due to enhanced solar radiation as shown by the SST histogram shown

in Fig. 4.

In the analysis of SST-cloud relationship, scale dependence must be considered. An

important factor in the analysis of(/) is the size of the domain. We carded out an analysis

(14) that shows that a stable negative cloud-SST relation found in (1) cannot be realized

without considering the entire tropical Pacific basin. Another concern is the intraseasonal
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variabilitythatmayaffecttheobservedcloud-SSTcorrelationassuggestedin recentanalysis

of TOGA COAREdata(15,16). We note that the intraseasonal variability is excluded in the

analysis of (10).

The negative correlation between cloud amount and SST appears to be a fundamental

relation that needs to be explained. One is attributed by (1) to microphysics, i.e. coalescence

proceeds more rapidly with increasing air temperature (linked to SST) and results in a

reduced cirrus outflow. In this reasoning, cloud changes as a response to SST changes. An

opposite interpretation of the negative SST-cloud relation shown in Fig. 4 is offered by (10,

3, 11) that related SST changes as a response to cloud changes. The current analysis indicates

a regulation effect of the SST-cloud relation by radiative cooling in cloud-free regions. In

studying the cloud-radiation-SST problem, one must consider coupled ocean-atmosphere

dynamic processes that maintain the tropical climate system (17, 18).

............................................................................................
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Fig. 1 Schematic summary of responses of tropical circulation (V and w by horizontal and

vertical arrows) to perturbed SST forcing in strong & weak low-boundary forcing regimes.

The area and strength of V and w are proportional to the width and length of the arrows,

respectively.
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Fig.2 Scatter plot of AHc (a), and--co(500 hPa)(b) over the warm pool (upper) and cold pool

(lower) as a Junction o/'dSST. Red, green, and blue dots correspond to the three categories of
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Fig. 3 Scatter plot between area mean SST and cloud weighted AHc in the tropical Pacific

(20"S-20"N, 130"E-110"W) for (a) dSST>2.6"C, and (b) dSST<2.3"C.
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Fig. 4 Relationship between collocated SST and AHC in the tropical Pacific (20"S-20"N,

130"E-1 l O'W) Jbr dSST> 2. 7"C, and dSST<2.2"C, expressed as the mean AHc values within

every O.4"C SST bin. Vertical bars indicate standard deviation of AHc from the mean value

within each SST bin. The corresponding histograms of SST are also shown in terms of

.fractional area.
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